THE CRICKET MATCH

The EBSB program at College of Engineering Pune took place between 8th March 2020 and 13th March 2020. In the event, 34 students from Gandhi Institute of Technological Advancement, Bhubaneswar along with 2 faculty members participated.

To promote the importance of sports in the lives of students, a cricket match was played between students of GITA institute and COEP on the COEP Ground. Saurabh Jha was the Captain of team GITA while Ashutosh Mhasagar lead the COEP team. Vinit Masulkar was the stand-in umpire for the match. It was 10 overs per side match with a minimum of 4 girls in every team. COEP won the toss and elected to Field first. GITA while batting first scored 83 runs in 10 overs for the loss of 5 wickets. Somnath was the highest scorer with 28 runs off 11 balls.

In reply, team COEP could score only 81 runs for 6 wickets in 10 overs. Harshal’s 15 ball 45 went in vain as GITA defeated COEP by 2 runs. Somnath was declared as the man of the match. But the end all the students enjoyed the match.
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1. Group photo after the match
2. In match scenes